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Figure 1: Five of the 20 pet parrot study participants engaged in a target-touching task, where they interacted with targets of
varying sizes and locations. The data collected by the custom application were used to investigate pet parrot tactile interactions
with touchscreens, evaluate the applicability of Fitts’s law, and derive guidelines for bird-centered applications for enrichment.

ABSTRACT
Touchscreen devices, ubiquitous in humans’ day-to-day life, offer
a promising avenue for animal enrichment. With advanced cogni-
tive abilities, keen visual perception, and adeptness to engage with
capacitive screens using dexterous tongues, parrots are uniquely
positioned to benefit from this technology. Additionally, pet parrots
often lack appropriate stimuli, supporting the need for inexpen-
sive solutions using off-the-shelf devices. However, the current
human-centric interaction design standards of tablet applications
do not optimally cater to the tactile affordances and ergonomic
needs of parrots. To address this, we conducted a study with 20 pet
parrots, examining their tactile interactions with touchscreens and
evaluating the applicability of existing HCI interaction models. Our
research highlights key ergonomic characteristics unique to parrots,
which include pronounced multi-tap behavior, a critical size thresh-
old for touch targets, and greater effectiveness of larger targets over
closer proximity. Based on these insights, we propose guidelines
for tablet-based enrichment systems for companion parrots.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Conceived initially for air traffic control and first patented in 1960
[46], touchscreens have found widespread use in diverse domains.
Best practices have emerged for various contexts, including the
medical [32, 89], commercial [88], and artistic fields [72], and for
specific user groups like older adults [8], young children [55], or
people with different disabilities [16, 25, 94, 96]. Advancements
in technology have optimized the designs and usability of touch-
screens, making them highly suited for human touch across various
contexts. This encompasses improvements in hardware (precise
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capacitive touch, high-resolution displays, color spectrum, refresh
rate), physical characteristics (screen size, handleability, weight),
and ergonomic considerations (target size and distance, screen lo-
cation, multi-tap functionality, drags, timings, etc.).

The Computer-Human Interaction (CHI) community has played
an important role in enhancing the capabilities of touchscreens. For
instance, researchers have focused on incorporating multitouch
functionalities [5], improving accuracy for precise small target se-
lection [71], augmenting the interaction experience when the visual
attention is directed elsewhere [37], or distinguishing subtle move-
ments, such as rolling versus sliding motions on screens, for more
intricate interactions [81]. The CHI community has also dived into
novel form factors such as deformable touchscreens for novel di-
mensions to interactivity [84]. Personalized touchscreen interfaces
have been developed to cater to individual user preferences and
needs, ensuring more intuitive engagement [73].

Meanwhile, the use of interactive technology has also increased
for non-human users, with numerous examples of touchscreens
used with animals for cognitive studies [15], enrichment [70], and
assisting working animals [86]. Studies with primates [98], dogs
[102, 103], bears [77], cats [70], tortoises [69], rats [14], and other
species [15] have demonstrated the ability of non-human animals
to interact with touchscreens intentionally. Applications vary from
public education [39] to cognitive and behavioral studies [15]. Par-
ticularly relevant to this work is the potential of touchscreens
to enhance animal welfare and well-being through cognitive or
social enrichment and by increasing their agency [15]. Indeed,
touchscreen-based activities have shown to be enriching for various
species [6, 65, 77, 93].

Yet, touchscreen experiences for animals often require bespoke
systems tailoring the hardware to cater specifically to the physio-
logical characteristics as they often diverge from the standards of
human interfaces. For instance, touch detection usually requires
adaptations, addressing either the absence of capacitive touch ca-
pabilities [26] or excessive moisture from saliva [102]. The visual
interface must be made compatible with the animal’s visual spec-
trum [15], and devices must be fortified to prevent animal damage
and ensure their safety [68]. Special touchscreen devices have been
designed to accommodate specific animal environments, such as
underwater sonar-based touchscreens for dolphins [1].

If possible, there could be significant benefits in creating systems
for animals that can be deployed on common human devices for
easy dissemination. For instance, some non-human primates can
trigger capacitive touch with their fingers [3, 98], mammals such as
cats can use mobile games with their paws [70], and some species of
birds can trigger capacitive touch with their tongues [52]. However,
to ensure that these commercial devices, originally designed for
humans, meet the specific needs of animals, their software and
interfaces should be appropriately modified.

Pet parrots, in particular, might well benefit from tablet-based
enrichment systems. In addition to triggering capacitive touch with
their tongue, they possess acute visual perception [100], making
them well-suited to the dynamic displays of touchscreens. Addition-
ally, parrots often suffer under-stimulation and lack of conspecific
companionship in domestic settings, leading to behavioral issues
and abnormal stereotypies [23, 97]. Finally, previous research has
highlighted parrots’ willingness and capacity to use touchscreens

for social and cognitive enrichment [11, 52] as well as their ability to
differentiate between live and prerecorded calls [33]. Thus, leverag-
ing touchscreen technology can potentially cater to their cognitive
and social needs. However, although they can trigger touch and po-
tentially make sense of on-screen interactions, research is lacking
to examine their specific ergonomic needs and ways to optimize
tablet affordances to match their abilities and physiology.

Given the strong enrichment potential of touchscreen-based
tablet interactions for parrots and the challenges birds meet when
interacting with human-centered applications, we tackle the lack of
parrot-specific knowledge about tactile adaptations and ergonomics
with respect to off-the-shelf touchscreen devices. To this end, we
conducted a study with 20 pet parrots (17 of whom completed the
full study), collecting video and touch data as the birds interacted
with a specially designed app.

After an initial survey of parrot caregivers to gain insights into
the current usage patterns and inherent challenges of touchscreens
with their avian companions, we developed an initial version of
a target-touching application refined through a pilot study with
five birds. We designed a learning protocol to engage parrots eth-
ically with the touchscreen applications, and then ran the main
experiment over three months. The first part, the learning phase,
systematically introduced the parrots to touchscreen interfaces,
gradually refining their interaction skills until they reached a con-
sistent plateau – their individual “stable score.” After this, parrots
who demonstrated stable engagement (17 out of 20) were involved
in a target-touching task. We used the video and touch data to
answer three research questions:

RQ1: Do pet birds touch the screen the same way humans do? This
was evaluated in terms of various ergonomic factors system-
atically collected by the device, including touch pressure,
drag (distance between touch down and touch up), multi-
tapping, and overall hit rate (how often the user presses
within the target vs outside of it).

RQ2: Can target distance and size be optimised for bird users? To
determine this, we analyzed the birds’ exact touch points
on the screen relative to the target’s geometry, assessing
whether they mostly aim at the target’s center or optimize
their movement time by aiming at the edge of the target.

RQ3: Can Fitts’s Law – a cornerstone in Human-Computer Inter-
action (HCI) predicting a linear relationship between move-
ment time and distance – be validated with pet birds?

Our results suggest that birds interact with tablet screens differ-
ently than humans, exhibiting lighter touch pressure, more drag,
higher rates of multi-tapping, and lower hit rates. Additionally,
successful hit rates are not significantly impacted by target dis-
tance but instead by target size, with parrots requiring a minimum
threshold of approximately 100pd/26mm. This target size is a more
important predictor of touch success than a target’s location on the
screen or the distance between subsequent targets. Our data also
question the applicability of Fitts’s Law for pet parrots, indicating
a movement time overhead that is independent of target distance.
We speculate that this arises from a ’touch-and-retreat’ behavior,
as evidenced by visual observations, potentially stemming from the
anatomical characteristics of parrots. Specifically, the proximity of
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their eyes to their tongues may influence the visual and propriocep-
tive feedback loop. These insights contribute significantly to the
field by providing:

• An ethical, coercion-free protocol for usability testing with
pet parrots, respecting their agency.

• Quantitative data from an extensive study involving 20 birds
and their caregivers.

• Qualitative design considerations derived from caregiver
feedback.

• Key insights for optimizing target size and distance for touch-
screens avian interaction, compatiblewithmainstream tablets.

These findings improve our understanding of how birds interact
with technology and open new avenues for designing more inclu-
sive and species-specific user interfaces.

By converging the insights from animal behavior with HCI prin-
ciples, we aim to fill the gap in knowledge about parrot ergonomics
for touchscreen interfaces. While there is a strong potential for
using touchscreens as enrichment tools for parrots, our research
paves the way for designing applications that are not just accessible
but also intuitive, enriching, and personalized for animals. This
project was approved for Animal (number EA31/23) and Human
Use as Subjects (number 300220153) by the ethics board of the
University of Glasgow.

2 BACKGROUND
Recent developments in HCI and ACI spotlight the value of touch-
screens for animal enrichment. This section draws from key studies
on animals’ touchscreen interactions, situating our research within
established frameworks, to delve deeper into the nuances of bird-
screen interactions.

2.1 Animals’ Interactions with Touchscreens
In recent years, the HCI and ACI (Animal-Computer Interactions)
communities have worked on developing agency-enhancing tools
to provide enrichment to captive animals based on their unique bod-
ies, such as dogs [35], cats [99], parrots [53, 79], zoo animals such
as monkeys [34], elephants [21] and birds [51], farm animals like
chickens [54, 59] and cows [28], as well as marine mammals [80, 82].
When examining the use of technology by animals, it is essential
to consider interactivity and agency as key factors to guarantee an
ethical and meaningful experience for the animals [4]. In a compre-
hensive review of zoo-based cognitive research employing touch-
screen interfaces, Egelkamp and Ross [15] identified 12 species that
have been studied using touchscreen devices in zoological contexts,
with the majority being primates. Since this 2019 survey, additional
species have been tested including kea parrots (Nestor notabilis) [2],
Japanese macaques (Macaca fuscata) [42], garrano horses (Equus
ferus caballus) [85], and hens (Gallus gallus domesticus) [12]. For
animals to use touchscreen hardware, the system often needs to
be adapted to accommodate a diversity of interaction methods,
from the beaks of laboratory-housed birds [26, 41] to the snouts
or tongues of various mammals [20, 77, 103]. Innovative develop-
ments allow dolphins to use their sonar with specially constructed
underwater touchscreen interfaces [1]. Yet, challenges arise when
creating interactive screens when considering the ergonomic needs

and visual perceptions of different species. For instance, capaci-
tive touchscreens, commonly utilized in zoos, operate on electrical
charges. These screens have faced difficulty registering interactions
from birds or apes due to their respective beaks and thicker skin [58].
Alternatives such as infrared interfaces or the Echolocation Visu-
alisation Interface System (ELVIS) cater to more robust species or
those with unique interaction methods, like marine mammals [1].
The use of touchscreen systems in these environments goes beyond
cognitive tests [15] and presents opportunities for assessing vari-
ous behavioral aspects, to assessing mood and personality traits. It
has also been suggested that the use of touchscreens may also help
enhance animal welfare, as there is a growing consensus around the
importance of providing choice to these animals, and touchscreens
offering a potential medium for expression [78].

2.2 Birds’ Interaction with Screens
Although parrot vision varies significantly from humans – and
we also see some variation within parrot species – there is strong
evidence that parrots can perceive and make sense of screen-based
stimuli and interactions [27]. Trained birds have been interacting
with screens at least since the 1940 Ocron project for which Skinner
trained pigeons (Columbidae) housed within missile capsules to
guide their trajectory by pecking at a dot on a screen [90]. Since
then, researchers have used pecking behaviors on screens to explore
birds’ cognitive abilities and attention [13]. In operant condition-
ing paradigms, researchers have assessed pigeons’ aptitudes in
forming associations [24], discerning numerical differences [83],
participating in intricate match-to-sample assignments [101], and
in determining their recognition of both known and unknown
faces [92]. Despite potential challenges arising from birds’ percep-
tion of screen-based stimuli, such as the limited ultraviolet (UV)
spectrum [30, 61, 100] and the high critical flicker fusion frequency
(CFF) –the frequency at which flickering light can be perceived as
continuous (50–90 Hz in humans and higher in birds).– [31, 67, 76],
evidence suggests that many bird species are still able to interpret
on-screen visuals. For instance, Goffin’s cockatoos (Cacatua goffini-
ana) have corroborated complex discrimination selections on touch
screen devices [10] and budgerigars (Melopsittacus undulatus) can
mirror conspecific behaviors through telecommunication [44]. Fur-
thermore, studies indicate that even species with theoretically high
CFF, such as tits, can learn from videos [29]. This is consistent with
findings that suggest some birds respond meaningfully to video-
based cues [17, 57]. However, rich bodies of work from Pepperberg
and from Okanoya have shown that birds’ reactions and behaviors
to on-screen interactions depend not only on the hardware [43] and
the liveness context [44], but also on what one is trying to teach
them [22, 74, 76, 87]. In summary, while accounting for context and
species-specific sensory constraints is crucial, many bird species
have already demonstrated a capability to engage meaningfully
with screen-based content.

2.3 Parrot Tongue Anatomy
The unique anatomy of a parrot’s tongue also plays a crucial role
in their touchscreen interactions and might offer insights into their
distinctive mode of engagement. Parrots are known for their ro-
bust beaks, which they use along with their powerful feet to climb,
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grasp, and break nuts. When engaging with technological inter-
faces, parrots have been shown to use both their beaks [11] and
their feet [53], but more often rely on their tongues to trigger touch-
screens [3, 52, 79]. Parrots exhibit very fine dexterity with their
tongues. As primary seed and nut eaters, they possess thick and
muscular tongues that allow for both strength and fine dexterity,
more similar to mammals than other birds [47]. In many species, a
wrinkled and folded tongue epithelium confers added flexibility and
stretchability to the tongue [38]. When parrots interact with food,
tactile stimulation induces a series of rapid posterior tongue move-
ments, pushing the food toward the pharynx. Parrots possess fewer
touch receptors (∼350) than humans (∼9000) and experience their
food primarily based on touch [50]. Indeed, their tongue, oral cavity,
and beak have a rich supply of touch receptors. Rapid saccading
movements of the tongue also enable the parrot to adroitly manipu-
late seeds, rotating them to detect and exploit weak points in their
shells [50]. Many parrot species, including macaws and cockatoos,
exhibit an upper mandible specifically designed to crack seeds of
various sizes. The seed, manipulated by the tongue, is positioned
so the lower mandible can exploit its weak points [47]. Contrary
to many other birds that moisten food with mucus, parrots have
relatively dry tongues due to the reduced salivary secretion [47].
Given this combination of dexterity, strength, and ability for strong
and precise movements, the tongue offers a promising way for par-
rots to interface with touchscreens. However, limited moisture for
some species might influence the reliability of touch detection.

2.4 Practices for Ethical Learning about Parrots
with Touchscreens

To adapt on-screen app for parrots and optimize their experience,
we need to consider training approaches that not only promote
engagement but also enhance the accuracy of their interactions [11].
Since our work focuses on enhancing animal experiences through
agency-based enrichment systems, we use positive rather than
negative reinforcement. Two primary training methods emerge:
Automated Training Systems (AUTs) and Learning Methods (SLMs).
AUTs train animals to interact with devices without human inter-
vention, increasing in complexity as benchmarks are achieved [9].
While they lessen the human workload and can be placed in the
animal’s environment, they might require thousands of trials, po-
tentially affecting animal welfare [18]. Social SLMs include human
involvement and often yield quicker results [75]. This approach
tailors the learning experience to individual animals, potentially
providing a more enriching experience [75]. Given the importance
of novelty and control for animal psychological well-being, SLMs
appear more aligned with our objectives as they offer an individual-
ized and less repetitive training regime. [98] Additionally, constant
access to base food and water lowers the risk of coercion as they
are not forced to engage in behaviors to meet their basic needs.

The ergonomic study of parrots and touchscreens is tied to the
cognitive and behavioral aspects of how parrots use such devices.
For optimal designs, we must understand the nuances of parrot
interactions, mistakes, and habits. Freil et al. [20] provide a frame-
work that classifies execution errors into two categories: slips and
mistakes. Slips are errors due to motor control or mechanical fac-
tors. For example, a split might be if a user accidentally presses a

stimulus because they are too closely spaced. In ergonomic terms,
this signifies a need for environmental adjustments or further mo-
tor control training. Mistakes are failures in the plan and outcome,
indicating cognitive challenges or misunderstandings. Understand-
ing these errors can help refine app designs, making them more
intuitive for parrots. In our study, the personalized learning phase
aims to reduce mistakes and focus on slips. By integrating such
frameworks into our ergonomic study, we can design touchscreens
that not only fit the physical needs of parrots but also their cognitive
and behavioral tendencies while maintaining an ethical approach.

2.5 HCI Evaluation Methods and Fitts’s Law
An essential mission of HCI revolves around designing, evaluat-
ing, and implementing interactive systems for human use. Several
methodologies have been developed to evaluate different aspects of
HCI, including usability testing [62], cognitive walkthroughs [60],
and model-based evaluations [49]. Another approach is through the
use of predictive models. Such models aim to match the movement
limits, capabilities, and potential of humans with input devices and
interaction techniques on computing systems and allow metrics of
human performance to be determined analytically [63]. Amongst
various predictive models, Fitts’s Law is particularly relevant in HCI
when designing and evaluating pointing devices like the mouse,
stylus, or touch screens [19]. The law can be stated as:

𝑀𝑇 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 · 𝐼𝐷 (1)

where MT is the movement time or the time taken to complete
the motion. a and b are empirical constants dependent on the task
conditions and the device used. These constants can be derived
through linear regression on observed data. ID is the Index of Diffi-
culty, which quantifies how difficult a particular movement task is.
The Index of Difficulty is further defined as:

𝐼𝐷 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (2𝐴/𝑊 ) (2)

with A being the amplitude or the distance to the target and
W the width of the target or its size in the direction of motion.
Including the factor of 2 in the formula for ID ensures that tasks
where the distance A is twice the target widthW, have an ID of 1,
making them baseline tasks in terms of difficulty.

Fitts’s Law has been shown to apply in various conditions (in-
cluding control with feet [36], or underwater [48]), and with various
populations such as children [40], older adults [7], special needs par-
ticipants [91], and drugged participants [56]). By understanding the
relationship between movement time and difficulty, designers can
optimize the responsiveness and accuracy of devices and use-cases.
Designers can incorporate the principles of Fitts’s law when cre-
ating user interface elements, for more intuitive and user-friendly
interactions. The law can also evaluate users’ performance when
interacting with an interface. By comparing predicted movement
times to actual times, we can assess how well an interface supports
users in their tasks. In the current project, while we do not claim
that Fitts’s law directly applies to parrots, we use the model as a
framework for assessing performance and measuring the speed and
accuracy of target selection tasks. We also do not claim that the
proper evaluation condition of Fitts’s law on motor command can
be fulfilled in the context of pet parrots, but we use our data to
assess the usability of the model in an avian context.
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3 USABILITY SURVEY AND PILOT STUDY
As exploration steps, we ran an ergonomics survey with parrot
caregivers and a short pilot study to inform the main study protocol
development and design choices. The anonymous survey aimed
to gather insights about how parrots currently use tablets. Twelve
participants were recruited through social media, which included
two extra small birds (determined by species weight of 30g-150g),
two small birds (150g-299g), five medium birds (300g-700g), and
three large birds (>700 g). Most participants had over six months of
experience interacting with touch screens by playing interactive
games. To determine a consistent setup for the study, we asked
participants about the setup that appeared to work best in their
current tablet use. Most survey participants (66.6%) reported using
a medium or large tablet over small-size tablets (16.7%) or phones
(16.7%). This led us to design the study for medium size tablets
(∼10”). The choice of screen angle appeared quite consistent, with
83% of participants reporting setting the tablet at either a 60 or a
75-degree angle. When asked about the distance between the perch
and the bottom of the screen, responses were highly correlated
with bird size, with extra small birds averaging 1.75”, 2.35” for small
birds, 3.33” for medium, and 3.67” for large birds. Regarding physical
setups, more participants (41.7%) reported using a dedicated perch,
followed by a chair back or armrest (16.7%), a table (16.7%), or
standing on a person (16.7%). This led us to instruct our study
participants to use a dedicated perch for the study with distances
set depending on their bird categories: 2.5” for small birds, 3.5” for
medium, and 3.75” for large birds (see Figure 2a). We excluded extra
small birds for consistency as they might require much smaller
screens or need assistance from their caregivers to access different
parts of the screen.

We ran a pilot study using a standard Fitts application (FittsTouch
Android app [64]) on five birds. This study highlighted important
parrot-specific considerations, including fatigue mitigation, the
maximum number of sessions per day, and the need for a multi-
tap threshold. Although traditional Fitts’s Law testing protocols
often use a series of at least 20 targets, this number appeared too
high for parrots, as one of the pilot participants disengaged after
a handful of touches. Indeed, as the birds voluntarily engaged in
the research and had access to food and water ad libitum, the tasks
had to remain short to preserve the birds’ engagement. This led to
dividing the test into five short, manageable series of five target-
touching tasks, to be completed between one and three sessions at a
time (between five and 15 tasks) depending on the parrot’s interest
and fatigue. Caregivers were asked to keep sessions no longer than
30 minutes per day. The parameters of each series are the target
width (W) (i.e. the size of the circle) and the movement amplitude
(A) (i.e. the distance between the center of the previous and the next
target). To cover different conditions without fatiguing the parrots,
four values of W and A were selected. These values were chosen
based on observations that the birds experienced some difficulty
in successfully touching the smallest dot and all birds could easily
touch the biggest dot. This led to 16 W-A conditions each repeated
three times to allow for missed targets. Pilot participants finished
a series in a span of 5s to a few minutes, and could complete a
session of three series generally in a period of 5-17 minutes. In
consultation with experts and in conjunction with our observation

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Data from the usability survey and pilot study that
informed the study design: a breakdown of perch distance by
parrot size category as reported by survey participants (a) and
a scatterplot plotting time between taps against the distance
between tap locations during piloting (b). We clusteredmulti-
tap actions on the right as fast taps across short distances as
opposed to single taps, which were separated by more time
and longer distances. We decided on a threshold of 300 ms.

of the learning phases in the pilot birds, it was decided to set up the
study into three stages of training, and then a final testing period.

Some birds learned they would get a treat at the end of a series
regardless of accuracy and started ignoring target dots. To counter
this in the study, we added a two-dot warm-up with rewards for
each touch, reinforcing the goal of touching dots. Training time was
also extended (from 2 to up to 6 weeks) to encourage touching all
dots before receiving a treat. Additionally, one bird attempted to quit
the apps when fatigued, which resulted in lost data. Consequently,
we included an exit button on the test screen, allowing the bird to
opt out of the app at any time without data loss.

To maintain the birds’ engagement and inspired by balloon-
pop-type games, we added three custom sound effects; one “pop”
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sound for each successful target touch, one “missed” sound for
missed targets, and one “celebratory sound” for the completion of
a series. The addition of these sounds was validated through the
pilot experiments.

Finally, most parrots appear to “multi-tap” when touching the
screen, meaning they tap the screen multiple times very quickly
at roughly the same spot. As this could cause issues with false
negative target touch, we used pilot data to identify a time threshold
of "multi-taps" to filter them out of the target touching exercise.
Figure 2b shows the time distribution of the duration it takes the
bird between two touches plotted against the distance between
touches. The orange line shows the threshold clustering multi-taps
vs. instances when the bird moves to another target. Based on the
pilot data, we set the multi-tap threshold to 0.3s between touches.

In summary, the initial survey and our pilot experiments led to
several design choices for the main study:

• Implementation of a consistent setup guideline consisting of
a medium-sized device angled at 70° horizontally and located
at a precise distance from the bird perch

• Addition of sound effects for motivation and an exit button
to increase birds’ agency.

• Limitation of the number of touches per task to five in a row,
and set up the test into four sessions of five series that each
had to be repeated three times for consistency. No more than
three sessions per day.

• Choice of four target Widths (40, 70, 100, 130 dp) and four
Amplitudes (200, 250, 300, 400 dp) based on the observed
difficulty, for a total of 16 different Amplitude-Width (A-W)
combinations.

• Addition of warm-up exercises of only two dots at the start
of each series to keep birds engaged.

• Integration of a 300 ms multi-tap threshold to avoid missed
targets based on multi-taps. Taps less than 300 ms apart were
recorded but ignored for the purpose of target selection.

4 MATERIALS & METHOD
4.1 Participants
To recruit home-based pet parrot participants already habituated to
interacting with touch screens, we advertised through social media.
To obtain representative data on adult healthy birds, each parrot was
required to be over one year old and to have no known behavioral or
health issues. To facilitate the introduction of the study tool, birds
had to be comfortable with looking at screens, touching objects, and
have prior experience with balloon-pop-types games. The parrot
caregivers were required to have some prior training working with
animals and sufficient available time to facilitate the interactions.
To ensure consistency, we conducted an initial survey to determine
the devices accessible to our participants. The results revealed that
the majority already had access to a Galaxy Tab A. For the two
participants who did not, we facilitated the borrowing of this device
for the study. The device had a diagonal screen size is 10.1” (256.5
mm) and a resolution of 1920 x 1200 px at 224 ppi. 20 parrots were
selected to participate in the study (P01-20) of which 17 fulfilled the
requirements to enter the testing phase and completed the entire
protocol. Throughout the learning phase, three bird participants
were excluded, either because they did not appear engaged enough

to advance in the learning phases in 6 weeks (P13 and P16) or
because they showed slight aggressive behavior (P12). Figure 3
summarizes the participants’ IDs, size categories, and species.

4.2 Housing and Setup
Birds resided in family homes and stayed in their regular environ-
ment. They had access to food and water ad libitum. Caregivers
were instructed to not change their bird’s regular schedule and
feeding during the study. In alignment with best practices [11] care-
givers were encouraged to run the study sessions before a meal. The
setup illustrated in figure 4 included 1) a Galaxy Tab A device set at
75% brightness, placed on a tripod or kickstand, with a protective
case and the custom study app installed and 2) a camera, placed
on a tripod or kickstand, to record the interactions. For the session
location, the participants used play areas to which the birds were
already acclimated. The perch was placed at a specific distance
from the device which was positioned at a 70° angle incline. Partici-
pants received emailed communications and thorough live training
sessions as well as 24/7 support from parrot behaviourist. They
were provided with instructions, scripts, and visual illustrations for
setup, and several live remote presentations and meetings.

4.3 Ethics
In alignment with HCI and ACI ethical standards [66, 95], we aimed
to minimize any discomfort or fear during the study while empha-
sizing free choice and consent in the animals’ interactions. Agency
and autonomy were central to the study’s ethical framework in the
short- and long-term. In the short time frame of the study, the pro-
tocol was designed to allow the parrots to voluntarily participate or
withdraw from the experiment. The birds had an easy escape route
to walk or fly away, and humans were instructed to let them do so.
Ethical considerations also led to limiting the number of targets
per series and the number of series per session. Additionally, care-
givers were trained to recognize signs of distress and to end the
intervention should stress behaviors occur, and reduce the number
of tasks to maintain engagement. The presence and training of the
caregivers were a key component of the study, as they played an
essential role in providing positive reinforcement in the form of
praise, encouragement, and treats. A parrot behaviorist reviewed
the sessions to ensure welfare. In the long term, the goal of this
research is to allow for more parrot-adapted interaction with tech-
nology to provide agency and enrichment by controlling interfaces
more ergonomically adapted to them. However, our systems are not
designed to be used in isolation and we believe technology can best
benefit parrots in a social context and to the extent that it enriches
and reinforces the bond with their caregivers as well.

4.4 Study Application
The custom target-testing application was adapted from the Fitts-
Touch app [64]. Participants have to touch red targets on the screen
as quickly as possible; each touch makes the target reappear in
a new location until the series ends. Performance data, including
movement time (MT), touch locations, missed targets, and finger
pressure when available, are automatically recorded and sent for
analysis. The application also computes additional metrics such as
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Figure 3: Parrot Participants (IDs, size categories, and species)

Figure 4: Setup illustrations: the device was placed on a sta-
tionary attachment at a set angle and distance depending on
the bird size. The animal was given a clear exit path

outlier presence, index of difficulty (ID), effective target width (𝑊𝑒 ),
amplitude (𝐴𝑒 ), and effective index of difficulty (𝐼𝐷𝑒 ).

As illustrated in figure 5, each session started with filling out
the form on the home page with participant details, which led
to an initial warm-up practice test of 2 targets, following which,
the participant completed five series of five target touches. After
each series, a message was displayed to remind the caregiver that
the bird should receive a treat. Then, after 5 seconds, a blue dot
appeared that the participant tapped to start the next series or end
the session.

.

4.5 Protocol
Ergonomic studies necessitate a certain level of ease in interacting
with an interface, and the subject’s ’best effort’ to complete the task
as fast as possible. As instructing animals to complete a task quickly
is challenging, we preceded our testing phase with a practice phase

lasting up to 6 weeks. Figure 6 illustrates the different stages of the
protocol and the use of treats. During Stage 1 of the practice phase,
bird participants were introduced to the testing task and taught
to touch the targets. The caregiver held the device and guided
them to the target. They were given a standard treat for touching
anywhere on the screen and a "jackpot" of treats (either a large
quantity of the same treats or a higher value treat) if they touched
the target location. The choice and quantity of treats to use was
personal for each bird and decided in consultation between the
caregiver and a parrot behaviorist to best cater to the animal’s
species, taste, and context. We leveraged contra-freeloading [45],
where animals work for food even when it is also freely available.
Stage 1 lasted until the birds reached "stable scores," which were
defined as hit rates varying by less than 15% for three sessions as a
way to combat the learning curve. During Stage 2 of the practice
phase, the birds were trained to touch the targets as accurately
as possible while it was positioned on a stand. The birds were
given a "jackpot" treat for each target touched and a small treat
after 2 misses in a row. Once the birds reached stable scores in
this context, they were advanced to the next stage. During Stage 3,
the caregiver encouraged their birds to increasingly touch multiple
targets between treat rewards until, ultimately, the birds completed
the entire series before rewards. The birds received a jackpot of
treats at the end of each series. This phase duration was personal to
each bird and lasted between 3 and 6weeks. After the training phase,
the birds completed the same set of tasks during the testing phase
and their data were used for analysis. During testing, similar to
stage 3, parrots didn’t receive treats during the series but received
a jackpot treat at the end of each series. The app reminded the
caregiver when to give a treat. For the entire protocol, caregivers
were instructed to limit the parrots to a maximum of three sessions
per day to mitigate the risk of fatigue and ensure the well-being of
the parrot participants throughout the learning and testing process.
Allowing for individual variability in participants’ learning times
allowed each bird to reach their performance plateau at their own
pace, thereby providing a more authentic representation of typical
interactions. Our objective was not to drive the parrots to achieve
their maximum possible scores in a specific time, but rather to
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Figure 5: App Navigation: on the first screen the human participant entered their bird’s ID, whether a bird or human was taking
the test, and the session number (A), then a blue target appeared indicating the start of a series allowing for normalization
of the initial tap location (B). Upon touching the screen, a series of 5 red targets (from predetermined Widths) appeared and
disappeared at the first tap on the screen (C). Once the series is finished, a green text appears indicating the end of the series
(D). After 5 seconds, the next series was ready to begin (E). Each session contained 5 series of 5 targets each.

reach their consistent performance level, to adapt to their needs.
We chose a methodology that personalized the training times to
mitigate the novelty effect and prevent disengagement caused by
overly repetitive tasks.

In the case where birds were not able to advance to the next
phase in the estimated maximum times, or if they got stressed
during the learning phase, they were released from the study.

Finally, after completion, bird caregivers were asked to take the
test themselves and complete a post-study questionnaire asking
about 1) their parrots’ use of technology prior to the study, 2)
their perceived benefits of technology for birds, 3) concerns, risks
and ethical considerations and 4) challenges with human-centric
applications, 5) expectations and desires for parrot-centered apps
and finally 6) feedback on the study.

5 ANALYSIS & RESULTS
In following the framework of our research questions, we first exam-
ine the characteristics of how parrots use touchscreens by looking
at multi-taps, drag, pressure, and hit rate differences between the
parrot and human groups. Second, we investigate whether parrot
touch patterns can inform the design of button sizes and distances
for optimized success in hitting targets. This involved analyzing the
distribution of touches across different target conditions to deter-
mine if birds tend to aim consistently at the center or towards the
edge of the target. Third, we explored movement time in relation
to the Width-Amplitude (W-A) condition to see if Fitts’s Law is ap-
plicable and identify the presence of ’touch-and-retreat’ behaviors.
Lastly, we gathered human insights on the bird’s experience from
the post-study questionnaire.

5.1 Data Management and Cleaning
The study yielded three types of data collected: 1) videos of all the
interaction sessions, 2) touch data collected automatically by the
application, and 3) post-study questionnaires filled out by partici-
pants. The dataset was first cleaned and verified by analyzing the
recorded data from the application/spreadsheet against the corre-
sponding video. Another phase of data cleaning, specific to Fitts’s
law validation, involved the exclusion of segments where birds were
distracted. For this, two researchers independently reviewed and
labelled each video segment, coding each touch as either on-task or
off-task. Off-task behaviors included instances where birds were eat-
ing, playing with toys, interacting with the caregiver, or otherwise

distracted. The codings were cross-verified, yielding an inter-rater
agreement of 97%. Any disagreements were resolved through dis-
cussion. Following this stage, the data subsequently analyzed for
Fitts’s Law validation was considered to reflect only user activities
with a focus on the study task. Following cleaning, we used the data
to assess potential connections between performance data (move-
ment time and error rate), test conditions (amplitude, width of dots),
and subject characteristics (thought size of birds). Target and touch
location were measured in pd (Density-independent Pixels) units
relative to a 160 dpi screen. For the identification of ’touch-and-
retreat’ behaviors, three researchers independently reviewed the
testing phase video data for each participant to scrutinize their
touch movements. They identified instances where the birds re-
mained focused on the task but exhibited pauses between targets.
These pauses manifested in two ways: the birds either moved their
heads backwards to locate the next target before advancing, or
they remained stationary, pausing and rotating their heads or eyes
to find the next target before moving. As animal interaction data
are traditionally not normally distributed, we used non-parametric
tests for significance testing, either Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests for
two group comparisons (humans/birds) or Kruskal Wallis for three
or more groups. ANOVAs were used for touch data analysis.

5.2 Parrot vs Human Interaction Characteristics
Based on the analysis schema, we obtained a total of 4,720 tar-
get touches (8,995 when counting subsequent touches in case of
multi-taps) from 17 birds, over 892 series. The testing phase video
recordings totaled over 3 hours (and over 26 hours during the learn-
ing phase). Caregivers also completed the test phase themselves for
human/bird comparison.

5.2.1 Multi-taps. Parrots engage in multi-taps (defined as two or
more taps within 300ms) 45.73% of the time. No multi-taps were
observed in our human data. For birds, single taps represented a
majority (55.14%), followed by double (22.48%), triple (8.93%) and
quadruple taps (5.11%). The maximum number of taps recorded as
multi-tap was 41 by P03. Figure 7 shows the distribution of multi-
taps. The average time between multi-taps was 135.01 ms, and the
average time between single taps was 945.95 ms. The minimum
time recorded between taps was 7ms.

5.2.2 Drag and Pressure. For each touch from the birds and hu-
mans, we measured both the finger down and finger up positions
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Figure 6: Study protocol showing the different phases of the study

(or tongue down and tongue up positions) and derived the drag
factor as the difference between the two. We observed a statisti-
cally significant difference using a Wilcoxon Rank Sum test of drag
lengths between the birds (Mdn = 6.3854) and the human (Mdn = 0)
populations (Z = 21.02, p < .001). Regarding tap pressure, only one
device (P17) had built-in pressure touch measurement (the tablet
was from the same model but a different series). Based on this

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Distribution of single andmulti-taps across all birds
(a) and across all taps (b)

human-bird participant pair alone, we compared the bird and the
human touch pressure, measured as a normalized value between 0.0
(no touch) and 1.0 (max detectable force). The comparison revealed
a significant difference between the human data (Mdn=0.1137) and
the bird data (Mdn=0.0588) (Z=-7.77, p<0.001). This suggests that,
within this pair, the bird presses the screen less strongly (about
half) than their human caregiver.

5.2.3 Hit Rates. When focusing on the first tap location, we found
that although hit rates – defined as the percentage of targets suc-
cessfully hit – were above chance on even the smallest target,
birds present a lower hit rate (Mnd=41.57%) compared to humans
(Mdn=95.9%). For reference, the chance hit rate would be equiva-
lent to the ratio between the target area and the full area of the
screen of 1920 x 1200 (chance hit rate= 0.22% for W=40pd, 0.67% for
W=70pd, 1.3% for W=100pd and 2.3% for W=130pd.) Consequently,
the average chance hit rate for the test was 1.1%. When clustering

Figure 8: Distribution of average error rate per category from
left to right: small birds, medium birds, large birds, all birds,
all humans
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Figure 9: Successful Hit Rate distribution per target Width
(statistically significant difference at p=0.0003)

birds by size, we observe a trend that medium-sized birds appear
to have higher hit rates (Mdn=49.82%), than large (Mdn=25.78%) or
small (Mdn=27.13%) birds although this trend was not significant
(H = 5.83, p=0.161).

When looking at hit rates across different amplitudes shown
in figure 10, (i.e. distance between targets), we did not observe
statistically significant differences (H = 2.32, p=0.50). However, the
hit rate increases significantly (H = 19, p=0.0003) as target width
increases (Mdn=19.29% for W=40pd, 31.14% for W=70dp, 40.47% for
W=100pd, and 47.08% forW= 130pd) (see figure 9. This suggests that
the bigger the targets, the more the birds tap successfully. However,
this increase in successful hits could be due either to enhanced
precision by the birds or simply to the larger target area available
for touching. After consulting with renowned Fitts expert Dr. Scott
MacKenzie on our results, we conducted a more detailed analysis
of the exact locations of taps in relation to target size. Indeed, it is
known that for humans, when the target width increases, subjects
tend to aim not at the center, but at the border of the target to
save time and optimize their movements. If birds exhibit similar
behavior, it would suggest a need to balance target size and distance
for optimal design.

5.3 Tap Accuracy
For a more in-depth understanding of tap accuracy, and to deter-
mine optimal target size, we explored the distribution of tap location
compared to target coordinates. We centered our data around the
intended target location to measure the deviation from the target
in horizontal and vertical directions. Specifically, ΔX represents the
horizontal deviation from the target, and ΔY signifies the vertical
deviation. These delta values, ΔX and ΔY, effectively capture the
touchpoint’s relative distance from the target, providing a measure
of accuracy in touch interactions. We calculated the Euclidean dis-
tance from each touchpoint to the center of the target, utilizing
the previously defined ΔX and ΔY values. This resulted in four
distributions corresponding to the four target sizes: 40pd, 70pd,
130pd, and 130pd used to assess the influence of target size on

Figure 10: Successful Hit Rate distribution per target Ampli-
tude (no statistically significant difference at p=0.50)

touch precision. There appeared to be no discernible difference in
touch precision across the varying target sizes (Figure 11.) This
suggests that the size of the target may not play a significant role
in determining how closely the birds’ touch aligned with the center
of the target. This preliminary observation from the visual exam-
ination was reinforced by revealing non-statistically significant
in the distribution of Euclidean distances (F=0.96, p = 0.41> 0.01)
suggesting no difference in touch precision across the target sizes.

However, we observed a five-angle star shape in the tapping
patterns, suggesting that some taps occur in the trajectory between
the previous and current target (as the target test contained five
alternative targets in a circle organization.) To identify individual
differences, we visually inspected the tap distribution for each of
the 17 birds during the testing phase. Figure 12 presents these
individual distributions, sorted from highest to lowest hit rate.

Figure 11: Touch-points distribution relative to the location
of the target, ΔX and ΔY in pd, the colors correspond to the
size of the target
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Figure 12: Touch-point distribution for each individual bird participant relative to the location of the target, ΔX and ΔY in pd,
the colors correspond to the size of the target. The figures are ordered from highest to lowest hit rate.

Upon close visual examination of the plots and videos, varying
interaction patterns emerged. Some birds appear to show consis-
tently high accuracy, marked by a high hit rate (HR>38%) and taps
concentrated on the target (e.g., P3, P5, P6, P8, P11, P20), while
others exhibit more dispersed touch locations with lower hit rates
(HR<30%) (e.g., P2, P14, P17, P18). Additionally, a pronounced star-
shaped touch pattern was seen in birds such as P1, P4, P9, P19,
suggesting touches either on the previous target or between targets.
This pattern, observed on the plots, was confirmed through obser-
vation of the video recordings by three expert data analysts. They
noted that these four birds tended to touch at previous locations
once the target had moved or in transition between targets. We
propose additional considerations in the discussion section.

5.4 Fitts Predictive Model
In addition to touch location and accuracy, the tablet application
also measured movement time (MT) and estimated index of diffi-
culty (𝐼𝐷𝑒 ) (defined in section 2.5). We analyze the data set using
the Fitts’s Law framework that, in humans, predicts a linear rela-
tionship between MT and 𝐼𝐷𝑒 . In contrast to the previous analysis,
which only focused on individual touches, validating the Fitts model
also necessitated the complete execution of series to obtain accu-
rate movement time estimates. Therefore, only series where birds
remained fully focused were considered (refer to section 5.1 for
the filtering protocol). Consequently, birds that failed to complete
at least one of each full series while being entirely on-task were
excluded. This criterion led to the exclusion of five birds (P01, P04,
P09, P15, P16) from this part of the analysis. The results are plotted
in figure 13. For every bird, we obtain a very low 𝑅2 of 0.1 or below
which appears to indicate no correlation between movement time
and index of difficulty. This suggests that birds’ interaction with
screens does not follow the commonly used human predictivemodel
regarding movement time (MT). As this inadequacy of Fitts’s Law
suggests a potential overhead in movement times – rendering them

invariant of the targets’ amplitude – the video data from all partici-
pants were reviewed to identify potential explanations. This review
process led to the identification of a ’touch-and-retreat’ motion,
where the birds appeared to take some distance from the screen
between targets to better see where the next target arose. This
observation was corroborated independently by three researchers
across all participants on at least one touch per series. Based on
these observations, potential insights and explanations are pro-
posed in the discussion section, as well as future ways to more
systematically quantify this behavior.

5.5 Post Study Questionnaire
From the survey, we found that, prior to our study, over half of the
birds used tablets daily (45.5%), a third weekly (36.4%), and some
monthly (9.1%) or rarely (9.1%) (Figure 14a). All of the participants
reported that their parrots used interactive games and 72 % used
the tablet for music-playing or educational games for their birds.
The most popular applications used prior to the study were an app

Figure 13: Movement Time (MT) in second vs effective Index
of Difficulty 𝐼𝐷𝑒 in bits. Colors represent each bird partici-
pant. Each point represents a full series W-A combination.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 14: top (a) Most commonly app used with the percent-
age of participants who reported using them prior to the
study. Bottom (b) Frequency of parrot interactions with any
electronic devices or apps prior to the study

called "balloon pop" (66.6%) followed by paint and coloring apps
(58.3%) (Figure 14a).

5.5.1 Perceived benefits of technology for parrots: When we asked
caregivers if they believe that mobile applications can be enriching
for birds, 90.9% of participants strongly agreed, with the other 9.1%
responding that they agreed. When asked in what ways applica-
tions can benefit parrots and provided multiple choices, all of the
participants selected “cognitive enrichment & mental challenge”,
“enrichment / entertainment" and “bonding with caregivers”. 91.6%
of participants also selected “skill learning” and “social interaction".
When asked for additional ways they thought parrots can be en-
riched by applications, one person manually entered an additional
option of “communication and agency”.

5.5.2 Potential risks. When asked what risks tablet applications
could pose to parrots, the most common answer was “potential
damage to the tablet” (73.6%) followed by “overstimulation” and
“physical harm” (both at 45.5%), dependency on technology (18.2%),
exposure to harmful content (9.1%) and reduced physical activity
(9.1%). When asked about potential ethical issues, a third of respon-
dents answered being concerned about the technology’s “interfer-
ence with their natural behavior”, “trivializ[ing] parrot experiences
for human entertainment”, and “increas[ing] isolation from their
natural environment“, 20% of respondents reported concerns about
“long-term well-being effects”, and 10% reported concerns about “in-
creased isolation from human companionship” and “sustainability”.

30% of respondents reported no ethical concerns around tablets.
Participants in our study often emphasized the risk of their birds’
overuse, likening their screen time needs to those of children, “just
like with children, I think it needs to be limited” (P04), the impor-
tance of parrots’ consent before using technology “we always ask if
they want to use the tablet” (P19) and the need for guidelines was
also highlighted. Continued engagement was underscored, noting
parrots might suffer if learning opportunities cease: “Concerned
about future caregivers continuing this enjoyable and educational
experience” (P01).

5.5.3 Challenges with Human-Centric Apps. When asked about
challenges parrots face when using apps designed for humans, 72.7%
of participants reported touch recognition issues. Other frequently
cited challenges included interface size and complexity for bird
users (63.6%), non-intuitive interaction mechanisms (54.5%), and
irrelevant content (45.5%). Additional concerns encompassed sound
or visual overstimulation, lack of tactile feedback, and icon posi-
tioning. When asked which features should be better tailored for
parrots, 63.6% of respondents highlighted the need for adjustments
to the user interface size & layout. Other cited areas for improve-
ment included sound design like alerts and feedback (81.8%), more
sensitive screens (72.7%), graphical content and animations (72.7%),
additional feedback touched upon color schemes and visual design
(63.6%) and tactile feedback considerations (63.6%).

As the focus of the study was to investigate the affordances of
tablets to parrots; we asked participants if they believed that more
adapted button sizes, locations and timing would help improve
parrots’ experience when interacting with tablets. All participants
agreed, with 54.5% answering “strongly agree” and the other 45.5%
answering “agree”. Finally, 90.9% of participants responded they
would be “very likely” (and 9.1% responded “likely”) to use a parrot-
specific app designed with the findings from this study.

5.5.4 Human Feedback on Bird’s Experience. As our work aims to
improve parrots’ experience and provide them with agency and
enrichment, we asked human participants to reflect on their bird’s
experience. Most reported enthusiastic engagement from their par-
rots, though some, like P13 and P16, displayed waning interest
over time, possibly due to the repetitive nature of the tasks or the
study’s duration. Participants mainly found the study enjoyable
and enriching for their birds, as one stated, “I feel my bird seemed
to be enriched and enjoyed participating in the social interactions
we had based on watching his behaviors and body language with
myself and the tablet” (P05). The app’s ease of use and engaging
nature were highlighted, but some suggested that variety could
help sustain bird interest. The initiative was viewed as a means
to enhance the bond between caregivers and their parrots, with
one human participant reporting it "brought my bird and I closer,"
(P01) and another observing their bird’s growth: "just to see him
at the end opening the app himself and moving to different stages
was incredible." (P03) The overall experience was positive, fostering
bonding and enrichment. Several participants expressed interest in
continuing to use the app: “Am I allowed to open and still run the
app for the parrot who might enjoy doing it once in awhile.” (P01),
“He still loves his games, but he looks at the spot on the screen where
the Fitts app used to be and I think he misses it” (P18).
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6 DISCUSSION
This study explored the usability of off-the-shelf devices for pet
parrot enrichment, utilizing a custom protocol and tablet applica-
tion to gather data on target-touching tasks in home environments.
Our results indicate varying levels of task mastery among birds
based on target size and suggest that Fitts’ law does not apply to
pet parrots in this context. The study provides key insights for
designing future parrot-focused interfaces.

6.1 Hit Rate
The observed low hit rates among the birds, compared to humans,
underscore the inherent challenges pet parrots face when interact-
ing with human-centered interfaces. The high variance of results
within bird participants, coupled with the size-dependent perfor-
mance, emphasizes the significance of physical attributes, prior
experiences, and individual differences when designing these in-
terfaces. The uniform touch location across target sizes infers that
target size might affect hit accuracy due to the increased target
surface area rather than influencing birds’ precision. A derived
implication is the potential existence of an optimal button size for
maximized accuracy; for instance, while a 40pd target seemed sub-
optimal for many birds, a range from 100pd to 130pd buttons seems
more suitable.

6.2 Applicability of Fitts’ Law to Parrot
Touchscreen Interactions

One key finding is the potential inapplicability of Fitts’s Law to
parrot touchscreen interactions. This ergonomics rule, suggesting a
linear relationship between movement time and index of difficulty
in humans, may not suit parrots due to their unique anatomy and
behavior. Indeed, unlike humans, parrots use their tongues to inter-
act with touchscreens, an organ situated very close to their eyes.
This appears to introduce a need for constant recalibration during
the interaction. When a parrot approaches a target on the screen,
its proximity potentially impedes clear vision, necessitating a brief
retreat or pause to accurately identify the next target location. This
repeated ’touch-and-retreat’ motion, observed in our video data,
appears to introduce a consistent overhead in their movement time,
making it almost invariant to the actual distance between targets.
In consequence, the relationship between the index of difficulty
and movement time — central in Fitts’s Law — may be substantially
altered for parrots.

6.3 Limitations and Future Work
Our study, encompassing multiple parrot species, provides a broad
perspective on avian touchscreen interactions. However, it also
raises the question of species-specific nuances. We also intention-
ally excluded very small birds who might exhibit very different
interaction behaviors. Species-specific studies may offer help in
guiding interface design. Another limitation is the potential in-
consistency in the birds’ individual experience levels, motivation,
and other intrinsic vs extrinsic factors. Moreover, the home setting,
while more natural for the birds, brings with it numerous uncon-
trollable variables that might affect the bird’s performance and
behavior. While incorporating a human in the loop was imperative
for our study’s context, it might introduce potential biases. Birds

frequently seeking validation and praise from the human partic-
ipant could influence the results, indicating a reliance on human
feedback rather than pure interface usability.

In this study, behaviors were identified manually from the videos
and based on graph observations. This method provided initial in-
sights, yet a more extensive behavioral analysis remains for future
work. Our emphasis was on the quantitative aspects of touch and
ergonomics, setting a foundational base for future in-depth be-
havioral studies. The scope of this paper is specifically tailored to
explore HCI dimensions in avian touchscreen interactions. Future
research could delve deeper into a more precise categorisation of
behavioral aspects, using advanced methodologies to build upon
our findings.

Furthermore, the touch-and-retreat behavior emerged from the
analysis indicating the inadequacy of Fitts’s Law for avian interac-
tions. This finding was confirmed through careful reviews of the
video data. Future work could leverage machine learning, AI video
analysis, and other approaches to systematically analyze these in-
teractions in more detail, providing a more comprehensive and
quantifiable understanding of the behavior.

6.4 Insights and Design Guidelines
In this section, we propose concrete considerations for the future
of parrot-focused application design.

6.4.1 Potential of Tablet-Based Parrot Enrichment. Human partic-
ipants’ feedback supports the idea that tablet-based applications
may offer significant benefits for parrots. Most caregivers strongly
believed in the potential of mobile applications for cognitive enrich-
ment, entertainment, and bonding. This feedback offers a roadmap
for developers. We recommend the development of systems that
consider mechanisms to encourage owner-parrot interactions, turn-
ing screen time into quality bonding moments. For instance, sys-
tems could allow caregivers to set challenges and rewards per-
sonalized for their birds to create a collaborative environment,
reinforcing the bonding experience.

6.4.2 Inadequacy of Existing Human Systems and Designing for the
Bodies of Parrots. An important challenge in parrot-centered app
design is understanding and accommodating their unique touch
interactions. The issue of touch recognition extends beyond device
sensitivity, and also on how parrots interact with screens. About
half of all parrot interactions comprised multi-taps suggesting the
need to implement multi-tap recognition with adaptive thresholds.
Parrots seem to apply more drag and softer touches than humans
but still strong enough for device measurement. This nuance re-
quires designers to recalibrate touch recognition for birds.

Furthermore, our research highlighted a potential ’touch-and-
retreat’ behavior where parrots appear to pause or pull back post-
interaction, differing from steady human hand movements. Stan-
dard usability metrics, like Fitts’s Law, would benefit from specific
adjustments to be used in parrots. The low HR further show the
disparities in interactions between humans and birds. In essence,
optimal software for companion parrot users requires a rethink-
ing of interaction paradigms, recognizing the unique behavioral
patterns, behaviors and bodies of parrots.
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6.4.3 Need for Personalisation. Parrots, across and within species,
exhibit a vast range of individual capabilities and characteristics
supporting the need for personalisation in the design of parrot-
centric applications. Given the variety in parrot sizes, their beak
or tongue sizes and motor functions, interface elements such as
button size must be adaptable to fit these physical dimensions and
capacities. The need for personalization is further supported by
unique interaction styles, even within a single species; for instance,
we observed birds with high precision in their interactions, some
who tapped more towards rather than on the target, and some who
exhibited less consistent patterns. Precise birds could benefit from
a tight layout, while less precise birds might benefit from person-
alized multi-tap thresholds, increased target areas, and rewarding
interactive results not depending on hit rate. Based on these ob-
servations, we hypothesize that personalized applications are key
to offering enrichment for different birds, and should be based on
continuous user monitoring, support, and adaptation. Future work
is needed to systematically define and characterize these interaction
patterns, and support the design of personalization strategies.

While some parrots might be readily able to hit targets, others
might require or prefer a more exploratory, open-ended interaction.
Grouping these interaction styles and learning curves can help
cater to these inclinations and levels of mastery. Lastly, auditory
and tactile mechanisms could also be personalised as some birds
experience neophobia which should help alleviate the novelty effect.

6.4.4 Continuous accompaniment. Our study underscored the need
for ongoing support in ACI. The learning phase consisted of an
extended period to cater to individual learning curves and equip the
parrots for subsequent challenges. This support goes beyond the im-
plementation of human-catered on-boarding phases; it stresses the
importance of patience and flexibility in the parrots’ and caregivers’
initial interactions. An ideal system would integrate continuous
accompaniment and meaningfully alternate moments of challenge
with phases of simpler, more exploratory interactions. For optimal
engagement, the interaction paradigm should be flexibly based on
the parrots’ needs and be able to adapt in the long term.

6.4.5 Social Context and Human in the Loop. Human support and
facilitation was central to our study. Caregivers provided rewards
and praise to make the experience more significant and rewarding
for the birds. Furthermore, human participants reported that the ses-
sions fostered deeper connections with their parrots, emphasizing
a need for systems that promote understanding and connection. In
this context, “human in the loop” enriches the experience with tech-
nology while providing a safer and more nurturing environment
for the animals. It considers the birds’ unique histories and prefer-
ences while providing themwith enhanced agency. This connection
further underscores the necessity for platforms that facilitate bird-
digital interaction and promote human-parrot bonding.

6.4.6 Ethics and Safety. The ethical implementation of parrot-
centric technology is based on ensuring the well-being of the parrot
mentally and physically. Our approach emphasizes the importance
of optimizing tablet placement, ensuring materials are safe from
ingestion or injury risks, and implementing interface designs that
prevent accidental harm. We believe that technology for parrot
enrichment should be introduced with the animal’s welfare in mind

rather than human entertainment or sole pursuit of knowledge.
Future systems should incorporate mechanisms that restrict ex-
cessive usage, such as session duration limits or automated break
intervals, ensuring a balanced engagement and reducing the risks
of over-reliance on technology.

7 CONCLUSION
Touchscreen devices have become an integral part of human rou-
tines, and our study explored their potential for pet parrot enrich-
ment. Given parrots’ cognitive abilities, their strong enrichment
needs, and their unique interactions with touchscreens, there is
strong potential to adapt human-centric design standards to their
requirements. Our research with 20 pet parrots highlighted er-
gonomic characteristics crucial for developing suitable tablet-based
enrichment systems. Notably, the study’s insights into multi-tap
behavior and touch target preferences highlight the need (and po-
tential) to adapt current HCI models and practices. Feedback from
parrot caregivers underscores the critical importance of tailored
technological solutions for enhancing avian well-being. By devel-
oping systems specifically for animals, we are not only offering
tangible tools for human caregivers but also providing outlets to
foster and strengthen connections with animals living amongst us.
Such initiatives extend beyond interactional improvements. They
prompt us to consider how technology might further serve as a
medium, fostering an enriched and mutual understanding between
species.
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